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Introduction
There has been a massive surge in wall art 
graphic recently.

From simple messages to full images to cover 
entire spaces, Signs Now can really do it all!

Please continue to read our guide for images 
and useful information.

Thank you.



Enhancing the office 





Stating Values



Motivate your staff 





Showing off your people



Relax in style



Brighten the stairwells



Visual excellence in 
education 





Materials we 
use:

Our most popular materials used for wall art 
are: 

• Hi – Tak Self Adhesive Vinyl

• Conformable fire rated vinyl 



How we apply our wall 
art graphics:

Firstly, all walls must be cleaned, dust-free and sealed before we can apply the wall art 
graphics.

Once this has happened, we complete a final measure up and using our highly skilled 
installation team, the graphics are applied directly onto wall. 



Prices:

As a guide price for our wall art graphics, 
please see below:

• 3 metre square: In the region of £150-£200
• 4 metre square: In the region of £250-£300
• 5 metre square: In the region of £300-£350

All our wall art graphics can be printed with a 
gloss or matte finish depending on customer 

preference.



Some basic 
rules and 
things to 
consider:

• Make sure the room temperature is above 10°C
• Paint must be applied at least 72 hours (longer 

is possible) prior to the graphic application
• Make sure the surface of the wall is clean (avoid 

oils and contaminants) 



Hopefully, this simple guide has been 
helpful in starting to look at your new 
business signs.
We at Signs Now have been a supplier of 
quality signs to 1000’s of business across 
the UK for over 20 years. We have a great
deal of experience in all aspects of design, 
manufacture & installation. We can help 
you with your sign requirements whether
ones you see in this guide of lots of other 
types of signs we can supply. Please 
contact us to discuss.


